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THE COURT OF PERUGIA-ASSIZE COURT 

Criminal case # 8/2008-sitting 16/01/2009 

Dr Magda President 



Dr. Dott.ssa Prosecutor mignini-Comfortable 

Bertini Stefania Chancellor 

Lioi Amalia technical support 

PROCEEDINGS against – +1-AMANDA MARIE KNOX 

PRESIDENT – as announced in that indication 

preliminary note that survive, I say 

in chronological order, instances from different issuers for 

Visual coverage of the hearing, was also 

I mention this because basically has the same finality about 

precisely how the hearings, filed by the 

Civil Party instance because it proceeds to doors 

closed, for both parties, such as 

expected and from 472 and 147 Provisions implemented 

speak on those instances. I pray the plaintiff. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. MACK 

CIVIL PARTY – family Lawyer Maresca Kercher which 

Counsel for Plaintiff. This defense has already 

presented at the Court of Assizes in the most excellent 

Perugia request to proceed to a hearing in accordance 

the procedures laid down in article 472 of the code of 

Rite. There are several predictions, Mr. 

President and gentlemen of the Court, governed by the first, 

the second and third paragraphs, there are both 

Defenders of the Kercher family to what motivated in 

same request, urging attention to the first 

subparagraph which refers to the need to protect 
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General and avoid undermining morality, 



Evidently, and we are forecasting of the third 

paragraph of that article, third paragraph bis, which 

expressly includes in case of disputes concerning 

in sex crimes as in this case, because as 

specified very clearly in charge, 

the crime of murder has been contested by Public 

Prosecution through bloody mode and through the 

consummation of the crime of sexual assault. 

Evidently the interest moves, in this case 

Unfortunately the one who suffered sexual violence is 

was also apparently killed, and then 

the interest moves to the family constituted 

Civil action in representing the preservation of memory and 

the dignity of their missing daughter and in this 

Research of protection through defenders calls on the 

The most excellent Court proceeding, possibly for 

This other reason or both, behind closed doors. 

Finally, given the experience that we all had 

at the preliminary hearing, and I mean the 

second paragraph, there may be an interest 

However, due to the confidentiality of witnesses who 

are to be heard during the hearing. 

We had all of us Defenders experience 

live on the violent incision than the genuineness 

Some witnesses during the preliminary hearing, 

Evidently the proceed to open doors, with the 

presence of the public, journalists, cameras and photo, 

could I say could, however, affect the 

genuineness of some witnesses. So the reasons to which I 



carryover are different, the recall them 

Mr President and Madam Court. 

Obviously, and I conclude, between closed doors 

fully and completely open doors there are 

intermediate solutions and therefore represent and manifest and 
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I ask Madam Court that anyway 

assuming that you find you continue to open doors 

want from time to time, in connection with that which will be 

the timing of the hearing and hearing some 

witnesses, then with performances evidently 

videos, photographs and so on, to provide for 

request of the defenders of civil action, possibly 

with single measure on the single hearing, 

have closing the hearing to avoid 

all the reasons I mentioned in General 

referring to that specific audience. Finally will take 

the Madam Court consider anyway 

always open, even considering proceeding 

in the case of these hearings in quotation marks, 

of case never exclude the presence of photographers and camera 

audio video even with the presence of journalists. 

So are different assumptions that obviously I leave to 

decision of the President and of the most excellent Court. 

Thank you. 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. MIGNINI 

Prosecutor-so regarding the request 

proceeding in camera that the defenders of Part 



Civilian stated in terms ... this request is 

been pointed out and in compliance with the code is 

possible satisfying the claim for only one 

part of acts, in accordance with article 472 first and, if not 

mistake, paragraph 3 bis there is this possibility of 

to limit the provision to carry out doors 

closed to certain acts. So from time to time the 

Assize Court may decide and may be required 

proceeding behind closed doors. An integral solution or 

behind closed doors in each case or a complete advertising 

the hearing does not comply with the situation we are 

living, in which opposing balancing internal needs and I 
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It seems that seems to Prosecutor's Office 

that the solution named, pointed out by counsel of 

A civil action is the most correct. There is things to remember 

also, and this is very dear to the Office of 

Prosecutor, must be protected witnesses who 

must present themselves, who will be, will be, 

may be as a hypothesis not saying put up but 

definitely maybe sereni in lay in the presence of 

a media pressure so blunt. We had heard that 

I think room had been set up on the top floor 

and it seems that the public prosecutor's Office 

presence of journalists should be left in this 

Hall, especially during the hearings dealt with 

so when the witnesses should be examined 

where serenity and tranquility is a must 



protected. Then the Prosecutor's Office 

adheres to the request in the alternative put forward by the 

Civil Action. 

PRESIDENT – So for audio visual footage, 147, there is 

consent nor in terms of the first nor under the 

profile of the second subparagraph. Please, other civil parties 

If they want to speak. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. PACELLI 

CIVIL PARTY – Mr President, this Brief 

Counsel for the plaintiff submits that the hearing should 

be public although in view of the 

have just said by fellow plaintiff maybe is more than 

correct adopt the tempers of the case. I think that 

social needs give evidence to that effect and that objective 

advertising is under great control 

Democrat justice and truth. Thank You Mr. 

President. 

PRESIDENT – the other civil parties if they ... 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. MAGNINI – we get to the Court. 
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PRESIDENT – well, you lose. Please, the Defense minded, 

advocate good morning. 

DEFENCE – OPP. Good morning 

Defense – Thank You President. I'd say the two profiles are 

absolutely distinct because their legal regimes 

different, then we begin to say that cannot be 

overlap the two profiles. Instance in camera 

filed by the Plaintiff. The application submitted 



advocate Maresca submits to your attention 

two different problems. The first is this: do this 

open process, where doors open you 

means the citizen but also access 

journalist, to anyone interested in coming to 

see how it performs this process, right where you 

We should play this way even 

an injury to morality. You could, you write down 

in the instance, verify a concrete harm to 

moral requirements refer to the feeling of 

contemporary communities. All of this could be 

the subject of a serious thought if it weren't 

a review of the case law 

event of sexual violence, in the sense that a 

everyone knows the offence of sexual assault is no longer 

included in the scope of offences against morality 

public and morality but falls within the scope of 

crimes against the person. Therefore the plaintiff is 

concerned to protect an asset according to the legal 

legislature is not covered by the present case 

event. So I guess in that respect 

There is just a matter of legislation, the legislature says: " 

that's the good that you want to protect. " The protection of 

sexual freedom has given up then, and I 

you have to take into account the size of an interest 

public law. As you know, and it's useless that we 
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pause, we discuss even today in the same 



survival of title IX devoted to crimes against 

public morality. Then under the first aspect, 

to say that it would pose a problem of injury to good 

costume is to ignore that the lawmakers these 

offences are not placed at the basis of morality. Then 

This is the first listing, let us move on to the second profile. 

The plaintiff reports however a second problem, says: 

"We must also proceed behind closed doors to protect the 

the victim's dignity. " This here is worth a moment of 

reflection because the other doesn't seem to me you deserve better. 

I would like to make clear, however, what will this process, 

This process will not be a process in which over 

We are projecting ourselves each hearing hearings of 

slides with the body of the victim, this process 

will concern mainly the reconstruction of 

the movements of the accused at the time of the crime, the 

reconstruction of the relationship between the defendants and Rudy 

Guede, we spend many hearings to determine whether the 

DNA evidence is as secure as you think — if, 

as claimed by the defense, even DNA evidence can 

fail and under what conditions can fail, we're going to talk about 

engagement, etc. So no lesion even 

the dignity of the victim. That said, just because 

the object of hearings will this, in my opinion you do not 

absolutely cannot talk about an injury to dignity 

of the victim. For the rest I say that, as has repeatedly 

reiterated the Constitutional Court, advertising 

the trial is a principle of legal culture and so 

I hook up to the second aspect, the problem of 



cameras. Why advertising? Because as 

they read in their oath on individual judges 

you will emit a judgment in the name of the Italian people, 

There is a public interest in knowing how you 

does this job, and then compared this I believe 
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We must be realistic. If this were a 

process like the others, that is not a media process 

Indeed there would be that significant interest 

We now need to be taken into account, regardless of 

disagreement of the parties because the rule says that although 

There is dissent need to account for this interest. 

You have to ask this question: exists or does not exist 

a general interest, collective interest? I 

I can say that out there is a square full of journalists, 

What would happen if we exclude journalists and 

cameras? That the information will leak out? No, 

will leak out but would be deformed. Why? Because 

each of us would feel entitled to, 

legitimately represent the individual reporter 

their truth for which given that interest you 

you need to establish how to leave these 

News. So, I'll start right at the end 

in my speech, my fear is just one: the news 

fragmentary, misleading news, and now that 

would be material injury even to the victim. 

Having said that, from the point of view of their 

specifically, it is perhaps cameras problem 



What deserves more attention, we know 

well that still this type of standard 

been introduced protecting the right to record, 

so it's not a rule that serves to advertise 

the lawyers or the Court but protects the right of 

Chronicle. Therefore I believe that when you, 

Bearing in mind that there have been dissenting positions, 

you only need to consider the type of interest of 

community you must assess whether it is true or not that in 

these months this process has raised this 

interest, if it should win the respect of 

confidentiality or rather this interest. I 

I agree with what was said because I saw 
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in other media, the so-called jobs chance 

that if they were done filming on the single 

testimony and this testimony was transmitted 

immediately, obviously there would be a problem of 

authenticity for subsequent witnesses. But this is 

easily preventable, and it was done in many 

Orders for so-called masmediatici processes, namely the 

Courts have always ruled that in the event that you 

did the shooting of individual testimonies 

It was a prohibition on transmission until a certain date. 

So on one hand we would ensure the resumption 

objective, on the other side we would avoid the problem of 

an evidence tampering. Raffaele Sollecito then, 

Finally, there is absolutely no fear of a 



information because all the info so far 

are outputs are information we think not ... 

deformed, that is why we ask you to reject 

the instance of the Plaintiff, we ask that 

with cameras doing prevail the interest 

collectively, we ask however the deferment of 

television broadcasts concerning the 

testimony at a later date at the end of 

main hearing. Thank you. 

DEFENCE – OPP. GHIRGA 

Defense – Brief and by preceding the intervention by 

a wish of good work to you and the entire Court of 

Assizes, hard efforts and we are all happy that 

the authority and autonomy and capabilities of this 

Court are in line with our expectations and 

generals. I conclude not because of the rejection but according 

We the ordinary regime of conjunction of 471 and 

following 147 and even have different nature, 

different ... is that of advertising for the hearing, 

then we give the speech made by the party 
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Civil and by the public prosecutor, the hearing shall be public, 

for the crime of 609 bis are the protections due, the 

due care from 3 bis cited by my colleague of 472 

It seems to me, so we are also faced with a case 

so let's say resounding for publicity of hearings 

unconditionally. As for the cameras, 

Recalling also to my memory an earlier his, 



that is his as the President of the Court of Appeal for a 

process which is taking place currently in front of 

different composition of this Court of Assizes, us 

We are submissive but not reported, but opportunities 

Mrs Hello, some other means of 

broadcast unbiased because we do not have the spirit 

contentious if not what the protection of witness 

here and on these questions has nothing but 

says a lot about the future of those who want to protect 

Some witnesses, as it happened at the hearing 

that while witnesses laid someone 

coming out of that building from the basement to spread 

the news in a manner different from real life who stood out. 

Then the witnesses in certain ways, advertising 

ordinary principle for hearing 

cameras we meekly in the sense that a means 

mediated communication through under 147 

that's his discretion, we are submissive in 

this sense also to forms of mediated 

communication from the news. 

DEFENCE – OPP. DANIEL 

Defence – if I can still integrate, are lawyer Carlo 

The widow for Knox, only a very brief 

pointing this out. It seems to me that the position of the two 

defence is in line with what is envisaged by the code 

of criminal procedure, i.e. the hearing is in principle a 

open court, it is in everyone's interest that this 
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It is, this is a process that already has a story and 

so it's a little surprised to learn that this defense has 

analyzed the instance of civil party o'clock 

especially the first plea, namely that of the good 

costume. Also because it is well known and it was also a 

cause for concern that the activities so far 

are in fact been dealt with in public way because 

There was no act, document, report, testimony, 

scientific review, the outcome of the various incidents of evidence 

It wasn't very relevant brought 

to the attention of the public. Then surprisingly 

the exception of morality, of breach of good 

costume is made only here. We believe 

also that part of the request may, obviously 

According to the provisions of the Court, be 

accepted where there are actually documents and 

I refer for example to movies that somehow 

a way might upset not so much the dignity of 

the victim, who obviously is a principle that all 

We must respect, but generally for the rawness of 

some of these images can be reserved only 

technicians who have the task of evaluating. This is 

a first consideration. Also the witnesses, must 

be assessed case by case, partly because they themselves 

can ask not to be filmed, and then 

We agree on the second exception. I conclude by saying 

the 471 provides, as in fact exercised Her 

outside of this audience that had actually 

a factual situation unacceptable according to this 



Defense, given the presence of gabbiotta and also the 

people back here, that under subsection fifth of 

471 You can at any time for reasons of order, 

fairness and calmness adopt those 

they are ... then I remember this is obviously a 

possibilities. I conclude on the violence 
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of course sex is one of the indicted 

contested, that even the Act of ' 96, exactly 

Article and bis of the law ' 96 on sexual violence 

expressly provides that the hearing should be 

publish it with one exclusion, i.e. when the 

offense is a minor. So we've got two, 471 and also 

the law on sexual violence that specifically 

provides for the public audience, then we insist 

to be discussed in open court. 

PRESIDENT – the court retires in chambers. 

ORDINANCE 

The Court issued the following Order: 

the application made by the civil parties with which it is 

asked where this is done behind closed doors in accordance with 

article 473, instance filed on 4/12/2008 and 

at the hearing reiterated and further explained; 

took also note of the instances offered by numerous 

broadcasters of resumption of the hearing on 

hearings for the process in question; 

heard as inferred by the other parties, public and private, 

with reference to the instance to carry out doors 



closed and both with reference to Visual coverage of 

referred to in article 147 Provisions Implementation of Code 

criminal procedure; 

felt: 

article 472 paragraph 3 bis provides in general terms that you 

proceed to open doors for the offences related 

sexual, which therefore cannot be considered to 

itself violate morality and therefore such as to entail, 

former article 472 subparagraph a, where this is done in doors 

closed; 

the same article 472, paragraph 3 bis provides that where the 
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the victim is a minor we proceed in camera, 

question however of situation that does not affect the 

this proceeding, therefore be excluded that the 

process in question comply with the present case for which 

You should necessarily proceed behind closed doors; 

Therefore the instance by defending the civil parties 

with regard to article 609 bis and ter number 2, 

due to the forecast referred to 472 paragraph three 

Encore: the victim may request that you carry out 

behind closed doors, does not mean that we should necessarily 

proceed behind closed doors but urges the judge to 

evaluate whether to proceed in camera or in public 

hearing. In this respect it is necessary to take account of 

as evidenced by the Defences of the accused and 

from the Office of the Prosecutor, by the totality of 

the charges covered by this process, from instances 



made by numerous journalists and suggestive of a 

relevant to advertising of the process, from 

forecast contained in article 6, law 8/4/55, 

848, about the right to a public trial, 

forecast to be invoked by the enabling Act 

relative to the existing code of criminal procedure; 

It should also be noted that the requirements highlighted and anyway 

underlying in the instance of civil parties may 

find appropriate protection through specific 

provisions with which you will be at the gates 

closed before you take some acts particularly 

accidents on the goods protected specifically by 

articles mentioned in paragraph 3 bis of article 472 

c.p.p. and in relation to which the Faculty of 

Defender of the victim to request that you 

proceed in camera or that they constitute interference with the 

morality or integrate prejudice to confidentiality 

witnesses or private parties. 

For what concerns the possibility of filming 
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the entire audiovisual hearings this Court does not 

considers to grant the necessary authorization, 

given the lack of consent of the parties as 

expected and required by article 147, paragraph 1, 

Implementing provisions, and not seeing 

that interest to Visual coverage 

particularly relevant in this regard and expressly 

mentioned by the next paragraph of that just 



that article, even in relation to the General 

possibility that the various hearings to attend in addition to 

public journalists, who can then 

enable timely knowledge of the hearing and 

in this respect it should be noted that the interest in the shooting 

Audio-Visual relates, as required by the norm 

applicable, to knowledge of the hearing would 

not so relevant to allow filming themselves, 

given that the images, as evidenced by a 

of the parties, should be disseminated in a 

time delayed to avoid any 

constraints with a view to the preliminary activity. 

P.Q.M. 

Having regard to articles 472, 473 and Criminal Procedure Code 147 

Implementing Criminal Procedure Code provisions: 

be to carry out the public process has 

the hearing, save different assessment for individual acts and 

subject specific and relative in this regard highlighting 

of the parties; 

does not allow Visual coverage of the hearing; 

reserve on that specific aspect and where all parties 

manifest their consent to filming themselves each 

any otherwise provided for specific acts, 

or for certain stages of the process; 

have be over. 
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PRELIMINARY ISSUES 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. SSA COMFORTABLE 



Prosecutor-the Prosecutor has requested 

started to ask except for the request to 

Court if in the file of the proceedings is already included, 

a question relating to the content of the dossier of the 

hearing that I don't know if it's the case of deal now or 

to wait hopefully make defenses 

preliminary issues in the strict sense. We just wanted to 

ask if in the file of the proceedings is contained 

also the file relating to the protective order yet 

in place and if not infer something in 

about it. 

PRESIDENT – there's a whole Binder, I seem to remember the 

Binder 5 ... 

DEFENCE – OPP. GHIRGA – this will be an issue that the defense 

Amanda Knox will be among the preliminary questions, 

of course, then I do not know if ... 

PRESIDENT – Yes, the booklet of precautionary measures is in 

acts. 

Prosecutor-perfect, then no other question 

foreplay by the Office of the public 

Ministry. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. MACK 

CIVIL PARTY – Even us with respect to the formation of 

procedural file about the Ordinances on 

precautionary measures but obviously the question will be 

raised with request to expunge I guess some 

acts, so we look forward to inquiries then be replicating. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. PACELLI 

CIVIL ACTION – I was merely present possibly 
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questions regarding the content of the dossier, 

order to which this Defender that anyway 

integrate with the deposit of acts if ever 

Next, points out that it considers necessary 

emphasize that there are acts that went 

necessarily included within the meaning of the 431 such 

as a Memorial of the day 11/6/07 which is for 

regarding the imputation sub F a reconfirmation of 

slanderous Declaration implemented by the defendant 

Amanda. Thank you. 

PRESIDENT – excuse me – maybe replicas are not allowed 

so if from now on can the parties speak on 

What could be the subject of evaluation by 

part of the other parties on the formation of the dossier 

for the trial in species which have made 

nod, they can do so because then otherwise reruns on 

These aspects ... Please. 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. MIGNINI-We are not opposed to the 

request of the lawyer Pacelli. 

PRESIDENT – how to insert a file relating to 

measure? 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. MIGNINI-I carry to what has already been 

said. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. MACK-President, I believe that because 

the objection raised by the Defence should be first 

played in order to deduce, therefore we are not, I believe 

but maybe I'm wrong, of not being in the reply but 



We listen to the exceptions and then we'll say our. 

PRESIDENT – Please. 

DEFENCE – OPP. Good morning 

Defense – Mr. President and gentlemen of the Court, my 

question relates to another, in 

particular is an issue that we already raised in 
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the preliminary hearing, and it is a matter that 

Maori lawyer and me, and me only because it is 

allowed to a lawyer but we'll deposit of course 

a Memorial signed by both, we intend to raise and 

in which we believe. This is the nullity 

the interrogation of guarantee resulting 

ineffectiveness of the protective measure applied to Raffaele 

Reminder. We raise this issue, we will deposit 

a memory that will be illustrated in detail, io 

the show for an overview. We demand the nullity 

the interrogation of guarantee and consequently 

the ineffectiveness of the precautionary measure to double 

violation of the right of defence. First, as will be 

documented, there has been no infringement in relation to the first 

contact between the Chief defender of Raffaele Sollecito, 

that was the German Lawyer, and Raffaele Sollecito that 

He was detained in prison, this is the first violation. 

The second is, in the interrogation of warranty, 

lack of knowledge of the acts before the interrogation. 

Regarding these two aspects, as is known, the 

I also say to the lay judges, in our system 



precautionary initiative procedural obviously belongs 

the Prosecutor, that is who decides whether a person 

must go to jail an initiative of the public 

Ministry, the Court issues the order without 

hear other parts. So the assessment of 

location and reasons for the subject for the first 

time it is for the judge who will make the first 

questioning. Starting from this premise the 

has consistently stressed that 

the interrogation is textual definition 

"a fundamental opportunity to exercise both 

personally by the subject narrowed both 

through the defence technique its reasons "why 

then the Prosecutor asks the precautionary measure, 
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the first time I display the reasons is 

the interrogation of warranty. Within this framework, not 

I'll just mention, however includes famous ruling of 

The United sections 28/6/2005 which invokes the emergency contact 

of the person subject to protective order with the 

Judge, this is reiterated in article 5, paragraph 3, 

of the European Convention. Always in that judgment that 

I believe a ruling especially significant 

among other things, emphasize the ways in which 

must be carried out the interrogation and is underlined 

the importance of the perception of the acts, which must 

have three characteristics: it must be a perception 

early, complete and live acts, that is, not 



exclusively mediated through the magistrate who 

proceeds with the questioning. So far so I have set out the 

essential principles for a correct 

interrogation, and at this point we enter the detail 

of what has happened. The person who is restricted in 

Prison has the right to appoint a defender and Raffaele 

Prompt in immediacy, now obviously we will do 

See also the acts annexed to our memory, 

German lawyer appointed. At this point the lawyer 

Germans would generically, because expected 

by rule, the right to speak to 

Raffaele Sollecito before interrogation. Because 

right? Because at that time the German Lawyer 

She could say to Raffaele Sollecito: "I advise you in 

now not to respond "or" I suggest you 

some topics that you can rely on. " This is a 

general rule, it is also true and goes immediately said that 

There is one exception that is the so-called deferral of 

interview. You are very careful, the deferment of the 

interview is not the rule, is the exception, if exception 

What does it mean? That is an exception, being a 

exception to a general rule, shall be fully reasoned 
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justified and that is the subject, in this case the 

The Prosecutor, who decides for reasons 

specs that the general rule that is immediate 

the subject's contact with ombudsmen should not 

must be consistent with a provision saying: 



"Attention, in this specific case there are 

particular precautions for which must not 

absolutely the Defender talk to Raphael 

Dunning ". So rule: you talk to the Defender; 

exception: don't talk. Mind you, is not a matter of 

minor talk or not to talk to the Defender 

because the person who is deprived of liberty 

It is a subject that might not even have the 

technical tools to understand the meaning 

of the interrogation. We analyze the history of 

facts: on November 6 was issued a decree of 

restraint of suspects, Knox, Sollecito, Lumumba 

immediate family to Prison in Perugia. 

On 7 November the first German Attorney, lawyer, 

He goes to prison, asked to confer with Raffaele, in 

this occasion he opposed a ban on 

interview which had been placed by the public prosecutor. 

The acts and will of course be attached to our memory 

is the written request from the German Lawyer. 

At this point he's told that he can't communicate 

because there is a decree for deferment. On 8 

November is the interrogation of Raffaele, Raffaele 

He could talk to the German Lawyer, Raphael goes 

the interrogation after being in prison alone. 

The Defender obviously on this occasion, in front of 

the INVESTIGATING JUDGE, points out that Raphael had not spoken with 

the Defender. At this point, and in the interrogation of 

guarantee you will see, there is a strange sequence in the sense 

that the MAGISTRATE asks the Prosecutor: "but since 



haven't talked to each other the defender and the suspect, is 
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been placed or not placed this 

deferment? "the Prosecutor responds, the 

you will find in the transcript: "should be in 

the dossier because it was placed ", but do not 

is this Decree for deferment in the dossier, not 

is exhibited, at this point you will find in 

transcript that finding no materially, and was 

essential at that time find it, was essential, not 

finding the deferment Decree, it says: "Okay, 

However it is a possibility that is planned. " Then by 

faced with an act which would have to waive the rule 

General of the interview it says: "even if you don't 

We find, however, is that we face ". 

Suddenly, you will always see in cross-examination, that 

fits a woman's voice saying "Anyway 

should be in prison ". The 

Judge, I think this is the first error 

incurs, takes note of this kind of certification 

minutes of the existence of a measure although 

This measure does not appear. Throughout the part 

of the preliminary investigation we know nothing of this 

Decree, we come at last to the 415 bis which is the 

as they deposited the acts. The acts 

are numbered, the defense is to examine all the 

of file documents to find that famous Decree of 

deferment whose existence was presumed. To 



proceedings of the deferment Decree 415 bis does not exist 

the interview. At this point at the hearing 

Obviously this defense raises the question and take heed, 

Why is this important to crystallize, I am a 

Lawyer who lives still in doubt in the sense that 

faced with billions of files I'd still doubt 

Maybe it came out this Decree and instead in 

that forum, in a preliminary hearing, raised this 

question, the Prosecutor has absolutely 
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found this deferment, did decree 

performed, the GUP did not find it, I exhibited. 

Then a fact that at this point it becomes clear is that 

until the preliminary hearing did not exist this Decree 

for deferment. If today this Decree of 

deferment would not have any legal value 

because we're talking about a measure in accordance with the 

jurisprudence, and I quote the Supreme Court, must be 

ascertained the existence. Has not been ascertained the existence 

and now we proceeded with an Ordinance of 

Court in which it was found that even though not 

had been, among other things I think it's still acts 

We will produce, although it had not been materially 

produced this proof of the existence of the measure, 

you had to, it can be assumed that he was in prison. I.e. 

the judge says, "the warden has 

the lawyer said Germans could not confer with 

the Defender, we have to assume not having acts 



He is in prison. " Then my first exception is 

this: we must determine what value does this Decree 

for deferment, or has the value of a piece of paper 

can be there or not be there or has a value 

very important and essential that is to waive 

at the beginning of the interview. Right away I say that for me it is 

essential to have a talk with my client, I 

I think even the most important act of the whole 

process. I believe that if we want a derogation as 

the Supreme Court is not just a piece of paper but is 

even need to see what it says, so much 

true that the Supreme Court on the point says: "not allowed 

style formulas in order to preclude the immediate 

contact of the defender ". So what is the error that 

incurred by GUP, think you can say that you can 

assume the existence of a measure because 

otherwise the warden would not have prevented 
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the interview when we said that even 

examine the motivation. You Will Find Judgments 

of Cassation who say it is essential the exam but 

How does a lawyer to examine the motivations of a 

deferment if there is this Decree, we have to 

settle for a presumption? By the GUP is 

the lawyer, however, detected Germans admittedly 

did not see this Decree however would have objected 

late this deferment of the interview. I 

I ask you to read carefully and I'm sure you 



are you going to do to see the moment was raised 

This question. German lawyer immediately 

condemns the violation of the right of defence, the GUP 

reply: "Well, but we were already on page five. Then 

the problem is what's in the previous four pages, 

because if I have an interrogation and suddenly 

while being questioned Raffaele Sollecito on 

footsteps on the alibi or other, suddenly I am 

mind an exception and I do, I am in full 

interrogation, I realized belatedly by a 

problem and then being on page five actually 

I don't Advocate doing my duty. But in the case of 

species seems ungenerous say German lawyer 

hasn't done his homework since the first four 

pages of interrogation are nothing if not the 

warnings which are given by the court first 

Yet the subject State begin to respond 

the questioning. Mind you, you'll find it 

in cross-examination, these warnings 

data are the typical warnings you find in all 

interrogations IE is any questions and 

warnings that are given to the topic being investigated, since 

formally the wonder a few things but 

do not enter into the merits, you enter the credit 

the interview with the first question. Then these 
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first four pages are all formalities, then comes 

asked Raffaele Sollecito: "will you respond?" 



Raffaele says: "I want to respond," before mind you, before 

to discuss the merits is made this exception. 

Then the legal problem is: the fact that they are sati 

get the warnings mean that you entered the 

about the interrogation and that therefore the lawyer 

Germans belatedly has objected? The answer is no to 

two reasons. The first: as soon as the German Lawyer 

made this exception, the Court after the Ordinance 

says: "at this point I must take to Raffaele 

Prompt if it exercises the discretion not to answer " 

would not be asked a second time to Raffaele 

Prompt whether or not availed of the option not to 

respond if you had considered the exception. But 

There is more, under this same interrogation 

the Court in rejecting the exception made by the Defender 

don't reject it at all saying: "Dear Defender you 

late arrivals get it "rejects, saying:" I 

Anyway I guess this Decree there is. " Then the 

first judge investigating the exception of advocate 

The Germans had not told it was too late. After that I 

I think here we must take account of the ratio which hopes 

Article 182 of the code of criminal procedure, a part 

that is a nullity must eccepirla before his 

fulfillment. Because there is this rule? Just for 

avoid, for reasons of procedural economy and for 

prevent the Vice to propagate. I believe that if here 

not be detected this Vice we would find ourselves 

This matter between now and the Supreme Court. We would be 

a question that I don't think of little significance since 



It is a matter in respect of which it is assumed 

the existence of an act that does not exist. That being said, 

moving on to the second aspect, so far we have dealt with and 

first appearance: non-contact 
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Defender, the non-existence of the decree for deferment. But 

There is a second listing of nullity which is related 

the non-performance of the acts to the German Lawyer 

and Raffaele Sollecito before interrogation. 

You will see that by questioning and evinced that 

clearly, from the earliest pages of interrogation 

This notice, nor Raffaele Sollecito nor his Lawyer 

they knew the evidence that had been captured and that 

they were to challenge dunned. As I said before 

the United sections require three characteristics compared 

This knowledge must be a foreknowledge 

complete and direct. Since the beginning of the interrogation 

in particular, the Court is that there is a 

relationship with a photo illustration by which 

It appears that the imprint of Dunning's shoe 

was found on the floor under the Duvet, this is 

the evidence that is brought. At that point the Defender 

calls for trying this is because he did not see this 

relationship, you'll find it in sequence, the lawyer 

The Germans promptly calls for immediate explanations of 

This report from which evidenced the existence of 

This print. Reports that groping in the dark, 

condemns the lack of equality between prosecution and defence. 



There are these three statements of the German Lawyer 

as soon as you tell it that there's this new evidence. 

Despite these exceptions German lawyer do 

Note that just arrived that evidence, but not 

you give even a term, the lawyer is not allowed 

Germans read, to deepen these tests and 

goes on. Lieutenant Bill that this famous footprint 

under the duvet is the imprint for which Raphael is in 

Prison and that's exactly the impression that, as then 

We'll see, confessed Rudy Guede be her, then 

We are talking about a proof that it was of little 

relief. It then conducted this interview in 
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the absence of full and direct advance knowledge, 

Nevertheless, despite the exception it goes on. 

The GUP on that rejects our exception 

reporting that is very true what it claims the defense 

and that is that actually the deposit of 

acts, knowledge of the acts is a duty, but it says: 

"Be careful, but there is a difference between 

the interrogation of warranty and the questioning ... " 

interrogations practically ex 294 and 391, i.e. a 

What is the interview made at the hearing by 

validation of arrest or detention, other thing is 

the interrogation of guarantee whereby that which says the 

Defense minded and that is compared to the fact that this 

relationship with the print to Raffaele Sollecito etcetera 

should have been known by the Defender, was worth 



in the event that it had carried out a 

interrogation of warranty, in case you do not have a 

interrogation like this, as a result of detention, because 

the interrogation was an interrogation of a catch. 

Then I ask, this is obviously a question 

legal entity but of great importance, we can 

accept the argument that the rights of 

Defense there are so much so that the GUP says, "Yes you 

you were right to see that relationship ", rights 

of Defense are affected so much so that the JUDGE says: 

You should have read that relationship "However 

It was not an interrogation of guarantee. I ask 

This Court: is it true or is it not true that is normatively 

recognized a relationship of substitutability between 

the interrogation of MUHAMMAD executed after the application 

the protective order and carried out within the 

validation? This is true to the extent that everyone knows 

well that article 294 has the obligation of 

Judge to conduct interrogation of the person in 

custody if there proceeded in 
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the hearing of validation. What do you mean? You 

You can do one or the other, not both but accepting the 

thesis of GUP the consequence should be that a 

accused should always hope to have 

the interrogation of warranty and then to have, 

be put in jail for a court order for custody 

protective measure and not for a firm because in the case of boarding 



Incidentally you are not entitled to anything in the case of 

The order for remand Yes. It is clear that in 

reality the substitutability of two types of questioning has 

a precise sense and means that the guarantees are 

warranties that extend to both interrogations. 

As you'll see the President as willing to do 

Surely this defense throughout the 

process, I have synthesized this question because they do not 

I definitely want to get bored with legal arguments but 

Since we consider this essential question, with 

Maori lawyer we have built up a comprehensive memory 

walkthrough that will deposit the acts and that rely 

to your attention. So concludes the defense 

asking the nullity of the interrogation and because as 

It is known for the nullity of the interrogation spreads 

inevitably to subsequent acts, the ineffectiveness 

Instant precautionary measure. 

DEFENCE – OPP. GHIRGA 

DEFENSE – advocate Ghirga and Dalla Vedova Attorney 

in the interest of Amanda Knox, we raise but then I will speak 

the singular a preliminary issue within the meaning of 

second paragraph of 491, the contents of the file 

trial, article 431. Just because I think a lot 

in the popular component of the Court wants also to 

This phase, which should be concise, be dry, 

be quick, try to converse with those who do not 

every day – there's a lawyer among the jurors – but not 
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every day issues, say quibbles, 

formal, procedural issues. We demand 

the exclusion of annex 5, which is contained in the file 

for the hearing drawn up by the registry I believe 

the Assize Court, I think Dr. Adriana 

Warders, person I know for years, this list 

they found ritually annexed to file for 

hearing and ask that the total exclusion, the 

conclusions are these from the file to the 

trial of annex 5, IE two folders 

containing everything that relates to the precautionary measure, 

When Amanda Knox, for her talk, she was 

in comparisons, applied to the order of the MAGISTRATE 

Dr. Magruder, 8 November 2007, which is the only act 

You can stay and see why, so we ask 

the ouster. And with that I take a second anomaly 

permitted herein should take place, are not 

allowed ramblings about investigations, last 

paragraph 493, the first anomaly is that the order of 

exposure is reversed and there is a reason that arrive before 

the defense and then the Prosecutor, because that 

Binder there had to be, because the production of 

all those documents, except the application Ordinance to 

accordance with article 432 where it says and 

possibly that if is in progress, and is being, 

except for the order of Dr. Mahendra of 8 

November 2007, nothing in our opinion should stand for 

the standard, according to the wording of article 431 

concerning the formation of the dossier to the 



hearings and the subsequent article 432 that there 

explain, but is easy to read, that when 

the defendant is still under, say restricted per effect 

the application of protective measure in Order 

prison, only in that case can be produced. The first 

anomaly is that, Gentlemen of the Court and Judges, 
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at 28 October ended the preliminary hearing 

in front of the GUP Dr. Micheli, a long articulated 

contradictory preliminary hearing with a decree that 

has the judgment against Amanda Knox and 

Raffaele Sollecito. At the same time, we were in the evening, 

at ten o'clock at night, to decree that has the judgment, 

Decree of indictment, the judge remitted from 

parts power as per law, he formed the content 

the dossier for the trial, article 431, which is 

This sheet that you find attached to instruments for signature 

Dr. Paolo Micheli, of GUP. Among other things 

This paper makes an odd path because while 

for forecast of 431 and 32 had to go a party to 

his stationery, and here is the source of the referral right 

that we have approved in all respects, and all 

the rest had to go to the Office of the Prosecutor 

including the activity made during the preliminary hearing. 

But beyond this strange path, the file 

sooner or later, with the list made by the GUP Micheli to which 

the parties had delegated all powers of training 

in the file, go to the clerk of his court. 



Unexpectedly stops at last act indicated by 

Dr. Micheli plus the decree ordering judgment 

more unexpectedly, the translation orders 

attachments. It is not given to any Registry, no 

Office integration training for the dossier 

for the trial, these attachments at the bottom. By 

Thus, it being understood that they had to pass them 

only, or maybe the registry maybe I do not know could 

attach the application Ordinance of Dr. 

The November 8 2007, which again mags 

When I say to exclude Public catch too 

Ministry, here I don't think beyond that Act where 

We find us judges, us who is allowed to the Office 

integrate the file of the proceedings whose contents 
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are mandatory and strictly stipulated by 431? Then 

the first anomaly is ... then what would happen? 

That if there had been the application Ordinance we don't 

We'd do the issues but I think the public 

The Ministry would produce those acts that 

understandably wants to be in the file 

for the trial, here is the second anomaly. The first 

the integration of the dossier for the trial is made 

from its offices President, that is not allowed, the second 

that before about this the defenders, defenders speak 

always last, you say. Public Prosecutor, 

Civil parties and defenders, here is overthrown and rightly 

Mr Mack is right: "I will speak later because 



I didn't say anything, "because ... 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. P – (off microphone). 

Defense – okay, so I conclude for the eviction 

the entire annex 5 with the exception of the Ordinance 

application. We can also assume, in line 

the alternative, because then when we talk of applying for 

you will be asked to produce evidence, that the judgment of the 

Supreme Court terminating the de libertate, i.e. 

the procedure relating to the freedom of the suspect to 

that moment, which is parallel to the preliminary investigation 

matters then merit, then we can also understand 

What to show or not historically contained 

or merit, prove that this Ordinance is in place Yes but 

has hired an interim res judicata connotation, it can 

keep maybe even the judgment of the Supreme Court, for 

What concerns us, 1 April 2008; 

grant that in addition these acts other acts with 

particular reference to the orders of rejection, 

Dr. Mahendra 8 May 2008 and Dr. Micheli on 

next day, 29 October 2008, those have not 

reason to stay there. Although President, allow me a 

Second quote, I have below me a measure 
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always related to a proceeding that hangs to this 

The Court, Much to understand, where the Court has accepted and 

I don't know the other acts, I do not know how is the 

situation, the whole protective order under 

of the 432. No, it is not possible to keep within the meaning of 432 



all these other acts with particular reference to 

Ordinances of rejection that I mentioned in the scheduled date and name 

of those, CPS and GUP then. So much 

relates to annex 5, I think I was clear. 

I also ask, and with this I reply to Mr P, who 

Annex 18, annex 18 of the list formed by 

his Office, annex 18 which is the catch of the public 

Ministry, just because for the same reasoning 

the fact that the order of application of the measure 

judge Matteini remanded, that is when the 8 November 

interrogate suspects and then validates the catch, is a 

We call it complex act because it is composed of several 

parts, one part validates the catch and the request 

the Prosecutor's validation, and across 

apply the precautionary measure. The historicity of needs 

a measure to check the behavior 

Public prosecution, the public prosecutor's Office are 

in its order, therefore also for this purpose 

I demand the ouster of annex 18 of that list 

edited, then ... 

PRESIDENT – 18 leaf. 

Defense – Yes, 19 18 leaf, if we want to be precise, I 

I read 18 19 which is the same as mentioned by Dr. 

Micheli but without number, I call this. I say that, it was 

to respond to a civil Defender, of Lumumba, 

that the famous acts in support of the crime of slander 

entitled sub F heading are contained and there are 

just for this purpose, otherwise they would ask the eviction 

even them, IE the summary information about Amanda 



at 01:45 of November 6 and the spontaneous declarations 
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at 05:45 of 6 November, are contained in annex 

15 more and that note drafted by his Office and is 

though fortunately specified and we can't complain 

nothing but are only the body of crime of the crime 

Sub f. Judges means that at the end 

the murder and to other crimes of those 

statements shouldn't, no you shouldn't, you don't have to 

take it into account because they are in my opinion, we don't 

correctly placed for the purposes of the offence of slander 

as the body of crime. Then we finished, the 

conclusions are clear, the exclusion of the entire 

Annex 5, especially the folders related to measurement 

Interim ordinances of rejection, unless the Ordinance 

application and the Prosecutor because 

the need for prior activities of the public historian 

The Ministry is in the validation of the catch. I will stop here, 

If we don't have to deal with as I don't think I'm all that 

part of integrative activity survey, 430, on 

What I think when the request for evidence ... 

PRESIDENT – preliminary issues Only at the moment. 

Defence – Then all the reasoning of that activity ex 

article 430 ... 

PRESIDENT – referred to 491, here is this. 

Defense – I said the second paragraph 431 and 432, we don't talk about 

integrative activity of investigation which I think 

to take place. If she invites you to treat it now 



We treat. We stop at the second paragraph 431, thanks. 

PRESIDENT – Yes, contents of the file. 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. SSA COMFORTABLE 

Prosecutor-Obviously the Prosecutor is 

expected that even here the defense would 

repurposed as indeed did the exception to 

nullity of the interrogation that took place 

before the INVESTIGATING JUDGE in the validation of the catch 
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the accused Sollecito and we cannot respond 

so as we responded in preliminary hearing 

before the GUP, comforted by I'd say fine and 

highly motivated Ordinance whereby the GUP had 

at the time rejected this exception. Then, without 

retrace historically what happened because it is 

already been done by the defense and without going into 

details of what happened in connection with the 

measure by which the public prosecutor 

legitimately had placed a ban on job interview 

the first Defender Raffaele Sollecito stopped with 

validation hearing, or pending 

validation hearing, we can only say that that 

It is obvious that there was as 

argued rightly from GUP and say it is obvious that there 

It was as ever the management staff of the 

Jail could insert in the so-called, in 

administrative documentation of them and never 

even before the Police could 



Insert the sheet presentation of stopped at 

There is a prison in Perugia 

don't ban placed by the public prosecutor. It is obvious that 

If the lawyer Germans received as answer by 

Penitentiary: "the prohibition imposed by the 

Public Prosecutor to have talks immediately after the 

"This means that the provision was there. That 

the measure, however, has not been found, and then give you, 

We note as did the GUP during 

the ' preliminary hearing that or the public 

The Ministry gave it verbally, this was a hypothesis 

alternative of GUP, or the measure there was but one 

is lost. It is useless then debate on the default or 

on the insufficiency of the reasoning of a decision 

that we cannot offer to the knowledge of the Court. 

It remains therefore the topic has already been addressed 
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during the preliminary hearing, namely the 

timeliness of the exception. I would say the ritual 

the exception in addition to timeliness. The Defense 

argues that the exception was raised 

promptly and then we begin to say first 

all the Court knows, the President knows, the judge 

Latere knows, the judges stipendiary probably won't 

they know but the talk ban should come from 

Prosecutor, which can impose it exclusively in 

hypothesis and arrest under the last subparagraph 

Article 104 because in other cases, the judge 



that has a ban on inserting interview 

in Order of application of a protective measure, 

automatically lose ope legis effectiveness over time 

When the stopped or arrested is made available 

CPS, then the judge will have to validate the 

stop or arrest. And how is the time when the 

The Prosecutor shall provide the Judge on 

stopped or arrested? The Prosecutor's Office 

believes that this moment must be identified with or in 

When you filed the request for 

validation of the catch or the arrest. It is from that moment on 

then that arrested or stopped is no longer in 

free arrangement of the Prosecutor but is put back 

in the hands of the judge who will set the hearing to 

validation and will decide, after having questioned, on 

validation of arrest or detention and that will decide whether 

There were assumptions to make the catch, or 

shutdown and then will decide on possible instances de 

freedom made by the Prosecutor and will issue 

possibly a measurement application Ordinance 

protective measures, as well as for Raffaele Sollecito 

before and for Amanda Knox then. Then the lawyer, the 

Dunning Defender ever since has been formulated 

and it was settled by the public prosecution service the 
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validation request would arrest and restraint 

could exercise the right to have discussions with the 

attended her but it does not appear that this has been done. 



And that's a first consideration. Second 

consideration the GUP, and quote him as if they were words 

my "examining the correspondence in the order, argues: 

the case, starting with the report drawn up in the form 

summary, it is clear that that exception interjected 

not only when the reminder had already answered 

customary questions about general information, slopes and 

whatever, but when he had made clear to 

respond on the merits and represented, incidentally with 

with respect to one of the instructors who formed profiles 

also subject of subsequent productions of 

prosecutors at the hearing, namely the famous 

imprint of a shoe, that at least one of the tests in his 

load had no value as they claimed to not have 

wear that kind of shoes on days 1 and 2 

November. The condition is fully confirmed in 

complete transcript ". I don't know if the Court has to 

disposal the complete transcript or if it is part 

the annexes that the defense ... is part of the annexes, 

Here's. 

PRESIDENT – annex 5 anyway. 

Prosecutor-fine, but beyond the pages ... 

INTERVENTION – (off microphone). 

Prosecutor-No, that's preliminary hearing. 

ENTRIES-In the background. 

PRESIDENT – Yes, then we acquire the report announced 

from the defense. 

Prosecutor-I said, beyond the account of pages 

of the transcript that precede the formulation of, 



or the alleged wording of preliminary exception, 

I said beyond the account of pages the importance is the 

content of those pages and that is what you said 
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before the German Lawyer remembers, for more 

not plead formally the nullity 

with completion of the interrogation, or ask 

formally the judge who had previously revoked if any 

were needed because there was among other things no 

need to lift the ban on interview place 

the last paragraph of article 104 removes, 

lose efficacy automatically ban 

the public prosecution service when we say there is 

This handing over of stopped or 

the arrested by the Prosecutor to the Court that 

must evaluate the validation request. And then the 

substance is that of an interrogation that was already 

also started on its merits. Challenges ... questions 

preliminary objections, the lawyer invites 

actually, that explains on page 3 says: 

"In fact you must clarify whether you want to talk or do you 

would you like to use ", the suspect says:" Yes, Yes, I want to 

talk ". In short, there was a preventive activities 

the defender in order to prevent the questioning 

before the INVESTIGATING JUDGE took place before he has had the 

possibilities, which the Defender has had the 

possibility to confer with his client. 

Certainly if he previously had raised 



These needs had raised this anomaly 

determined by the fact that the ban probably already 

the decision of the Prosecutor not to be found or 

However it was not available to the Court, surely 

The JUDGE could, should and could safely 

stop the Act, giving the possibility to the Lawyer of 

have a talk with the customer and then 

resume therein, which among other things you do 

also quite frequently. Nothing happened to 

all this and only when it was already spoken 

the imprint, the Duvet, here is the file 
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shoot, then mixed topics ranging 

the lawyer after which, precisely at one point: 

"First ..." and I mean preliminarily 

I do not know than what, preliminarily compared to 

questioning started, the term 

first used by the German Lawyer leaves 

the time it finds. "Be patient, you have to excuse the 

my emotional state but unfortunately I know this guy from 

many, many years, I first before 

later the interrogation – but these are repeat 

assertion contrary to evidence – I wanted to 

plead the nullity under article 104, paragraph 

ter, as it has been infringed the rights of defence 

regarding the ability to communicate and 

confer with his client. " Behold, I make 

asking obviously as we asked at that meeting the 



rejection of the exception as absolutely 

unfounded, I think even on the merits, but especially 

in terms strictly and exquisitely 

procedure for absolute lateness of the exception 

proposal by the Defender. As regards 

Instead the other exception, that is different 

nullity of interrogation I don't think I have to 

spend many words, because beyond the fact that 

It was indeed an audience of validation 

and is peaceful the Supreme Court on the point, it's true 

the questioning that the judge does in 

validation of the catch or the arrest takes place 

the questioning of warranty which then following 

enforcement of the interim measure should not be 

repeated, but it is equally true that the Supreme Court 

States that "in terms of personal protective measures in 

If the Ordinance is adopted on the outcome 

validation hearing, governed by article 

391 of the code of criminal procedure, so that 
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the interrogation of the suspect before the application 

the measure is not configurable no duty-and 

We speak of Cassation section IV of 18 January, 30 

March 2007 – is not configurable any duty of 

earlier filing questioning the 

immediacy of the enunciation by the public 

Ministry of the reasons for his arrest or detention, of his 

inquiries regarding the personal freedom of 



conduct of questioning and finally the hearing 

the defender who is entitled to speak about the 

precautionary demand. It follows that the notification 

the filing of the order and of the acts of 

referred to in the third paragraph notes in this case only for the 

commencement of the period for the commencement of 

request for review ... "et cetera, et cetera. But there is 

more because in the present case in fact the audience 

Cascading Ministry had instead offered to 

knowledge of Defense all actions until then 

When completed, so much so that in that Forum then has 

offered to the knowledge of the defender and before 

the interrogation came into live or during 

the questioning has also offered the additional 

evidence which of course at the beginning of 

an investigation like this came over and over again, 

because while travelling was the formation of proof as in 

progress can be attributed to the last, and has 

offered immediately to the cognition of the Defender 

last acts, the latest reports that were just 

ad impossibilia nemo tenetur, i.e. when received 

He had available to the Prosecutor 

He offers to the knowledge of the Defender. No 

nullity so even in this respect can be 

objections. Finally and then I give the floor to Mr 

Maybe like ... 

PRESIDENT – as a continuation, not as ... of aspects not 
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touched. 

Prosecutor-least wants with regard to training, 

We say to the formation of the dossier of the hearing 

that is an inaccurate expression, meaning that more 

is the content of the dossier of the hearing subject to 

evaluation by the Court and that the 

Court for the decision, others are 

measures relating to the status of libertatis 

defendants, to decisions on supervision measures 

that are still pending and which from now on will be, 

you know, in the hands ... will be responsible for any 

look to the cognition of this Court. This means 

It is imperative that the Court has to 

available on file relating to precautionary measures 

but not only at the time of the original application, 

also because much has changed in order to 

precautionary requirements. And I quote because I like 

the argument, the Court of Cassation section VI which is a bit 

dated, is a 2001 short argument but we say 

significant, even at that time it was 

no question the unconstitutional, then it was 

raised the question of unconstitutionality 

Article 432 of the code of criminal procedure in 

extent to which includes the allegation to the file for the 

hearing that then is not the allegation to the file 

the hearings because the 432 provides for the transmission 

by the GUP the dossier of the hearing and the 

application of the measure precautionary measure if 

Yet the precautionary measure is being enforced. The 



matter is manifestly unfounded. As far as 

concerns the violation of the law of delegation is this 

the same law to provide that the judge of the 

Court to rule on the freedom once ceased 

the preliminary investigation stage, which then 

necessarily implies at least acquiring the 
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tax measure. As regards 

equality, the system does not constitute a waiver of 

the one positive in his version, which as accusatory 

several times it has been observed does not impose necessarily an 

the use of Judgmental, but cognitive virginity 

for the purposes of deciding the test formed in 

main hearing. It is obvious then that there is no impediment to 

stay at this Court of the dossier relative to 

all the measures that have been taken, even 

also, confirmatory ... or amending partially if 

some changes took place, to have full cognition 

Let's say the status quo of the protective order yet 

in progress. Of course subject to the ban, but it is almost 

insulting me to remind the President and the courts 

all that any subject contained in those 

measures may not be used or 

considered evidence by this Court 

but as a historical element, as historical fact in 

its evolution, I think it's absolutely 

essential for the Court to restrain the famous annex 

5. Thanks. 



PRESIDENT – there are other issues if not limited 

to stop, because I see that speaks the 

Dr. Mignini ... 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. MIGNINI – wanted to return a 

second ... 

President-No, just a lawyer--just on the catch, the 

other aspects have already been treated. 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. MIGNINI-the speech 

the interrogation then ... 

PRESIDENT – so the speech of the interrogation was 

already examined. Only on retainer. 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. MIGNINI – I am not opposed, on retainer 

I am not opposed. I carry over to what is said, 

I wanted to ... 
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PRESIDENT – No, because only a portion otherwise ... You are welcome 

the lawyer Mack because he has not intervened whole out of these 

aspects raised. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. MACK 

CIVIL PARTY – President, I try to be telegraphic but I 

would like to draw your attention to the fact that 

We at 491 then fellow lawyer friend 

Ghirga, inevitably, if he wants to complain of 

issues we must then allow us evidently 

by ... 

PRESIDENT – in fact, in this we are. Please Counselor. 

CIVIL PARTY – so it's fair to the order in which we are 

proceeding and is not, in my view, wrong. 



ENTRIES-In the background. 

PRESIDENT – sorry, then opinions each voice 

of their own. Please Counselor. But there were matters 

raised by the parties Plaintiff, public prosecutor 

they raised your defenses and you are entitled to 

talk about themselves, then maybe if any of 

parts says it was reversed the order I can say but 

In short this is pray lawyer. 

CIVIL PARTY – I don't want to be argumentative but is worth stating 

especially for the associate judges what is the order of 

discussion, thank you President. Then on the first 

question of the invalidity of the interrogation 

President summons the attention beyond of course 

motivation absolutely developed and founded the 

GUP which is at your disposal in the Ordinance, which is 

exactly different, unlike deduced 

from the defense, the approach between the interrogation 

warranty as a result of the application of an order 

born genetically by a reflection of the MAGISTRATE that 

the apply, with respect to the need to move with 

immediacy in front of detention and then to 
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subsequent validation request of the public prosecutor 

in front of the competent JUDGE. Are two lines that go to 

affect personal liberty completely different 

between them so much so that the orders for interim measures 

as we know are issued by a court that is 

requested by the prosecution even after several 



days, just because there is a reflection and then there is a 

execution reasoned, designed after the issuance 

the Ordinance, unlike what happens in 

following a request stop where there is no need to 

immediacy in fact that are given the terms 

by now evidently to the provision for 

validates that all of us know it. This 

different approach justifies an assessment 

other acts made available to the defence, 

so much so that must be made available to the 

Defense, in the implementation of the Ordinance must 

be made available to the Defence the acts in 

support of the Ordinance, which does not happen when 

catch validation is required in front of the MAGISTRATE 

where they are made available to the Defence 

only those immediate acts that are carried out 

and made to request validation. Then the 

the situation is completely different, genetically engineered to 

the approach in front of the INVESTIGATING JUDGE at the hearing of 

validation. This is the first step. The second point, 

you have available the minutes where the INVESTIGATING JUDGE that 

validate and examination of an accused Sollecito 

revocation, revocation the ban talk, attention to 

that moment further the Defender may ask you to 

discuss with your client at that time 

German lawyer if he wanted to he could get not only 

read the minimum available acts of Defense 

but also of discuss based on that reading with 

your assisted, which was then not 
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There is no infringement of the right to defence. It is true that the 

Judge Dr. Mahendra to overcome the belated 

exception of the German Lawyer says he assumed the 

presence of the decree but it makes sense because it is on record that 

There is talk, ban then Dr. 

Mags does not review nor the lateness or less 

the exception made by the German Lawyer right 

because it gives for supposedly, evidently so did not know 

the document would then be more tracked 

then again its decision solely on the appearance, 

the presumption of the existence of the document. This 

regarding the nullity and therefore I insist because 

This matter is rejected. Formation of the 

file President, and I'm going to finish, as much as 

about the memorials present in file in my opinion 

are acts that come from the defendant pursuant to 

Article 237 of the code of criminal procedure then 

they have every right to be inserted in the dossier to 

available to you. As regards the measures 

precautionary measures if I'm not mistaken was the same Defender 

Amanda Knox Lawyer Ghirga, who says: "if anything 

In addition to the initial application we will be able to Order 

accept it is inserted and then not expunged from the 

the dossier also the judgment of the Supreme Court, which 

validation, which keeps the measurement as 

become final. " Remember at Worships that 

the order issued by JUDGE Micheli on request 



to revocation and/or replacement of the measure is passed in 

judged because it is not subject to a right of appeal then 

as you plan the acquisition of judgments 

become final, in this case judgment of 

The Supreme Court on the application, initial measurement 

Apparently he has full rights as well as for 

motivations deducted from public Ministry for 

This aspect, then judged remanded 
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Next, has full rights to remain plugged in 

file available to you. Thank you. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. PACELLI 

CIVIL PARTY – Then a civil Defender opposes that 

be expunged the summary information because 

also relevant for the purposes of the offence of slander as 

It is a stage that shows, in the body is motivational 

clearly shows how the Court is 

induced in error, then misled by statements 

candid shots of Miss Amanda Knox. Hence it is 

absolutely relevant for the purposes of a reconstruction, 

a logical and historical path that obviously this 

Defender has also need to integrate with 

subsequent acts, I remind myself then that is a crime 

against the administration of justice the crime of 

slander. Then there's opposition to it being 

also in terms of the crime expunged f. Thanks 

President. 

PRESIDENT – the court retires in chambers. 



(Suspension). 

THE RESUMPTION 

ORDINANCE 

The Court, on preliminary questions raised 

defenders of Knox and Sollecito, noted I held 

of the interventions by the public prosecutor's Office and the parties 

Civilians observes: 

-the questions of nullity of the questioning of 

warranty, in connection with the Decree of the Prosecutor 

that has delayed the exercise of the right of Raphael 

Reminder to confer with the defender and subsequent 

ineffectiveness of the protective measure applied to the defendant 

documentary production offers is 
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incontrovertibly deliberate that the previous Defender, Lawyer 

Joe Tabone pleaded the nullity of the measure 

referred to in article 104 when recruitment was underway 

questioning the merits and indeed the exception 

He was relieved when he had finished the task of 

preliminary identification of stopped and the INVESTIGATING JUDGE had 

disputed attributed having already addressed the 

Prompt the warnings referred to in article 64 paragraph 

three of the code of criminal procedure, the questioning of 

merit had already commenced and the suspect so that 

She said she wants to respond had taken 

Word in relation to specific evidence in its 

load (compare the intervention of Prompt on 

matter of a particular fingerprint found at 



under the duvet). In the face of circumstantial data 

reported above, it is clear that the exception to that 

question was put forward belatedly, that is beyond the 

deadline provision of article 182 

paragraph two, and indeed according to the constant teaching 

of the jurisprudence of legitimacy (for all Supreme Court 

Section IV, 39827 Judgment defendant Recchia, section I 

16815 judgment defendant Tegas) nullity which occupies a 

intermediate speed is likely to extend to acts 

which depend on it and in particular the questioning, 

pursuant to article 185 paragraph one, if raised in 

terms referred to in article 182 and IE before 

opening formalities are carried out the Act, 

where in our case this extension is to be excluded in 

as the nerd deduction was taken over 

deadlines subject to revocation; 

-the omitted acts before the interrogation deposition 

It is common ground in the case law of the Supreme principle 

Supreme Court (compare section II Judgment 

31113/04) with reference to the judgment of validation 

stop arrest that is not configurable any duty of 
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earlier filing waiting questioning the 

immediacy of the enunciation by the public 

Ministry of the reasons for his arrest and detention, of his 

inquiries regarding the personal freedom of 

conduct of interrogation and finally the hearing 

the defender who is entitled to speak in relation to the 



precautionary demand. In conclusion the prediction of 

filing of documents before questioning is what 

reserved for the interrogation that takes in the forms 

the provision of article 294 

Article 293 paragraph 3 the code of criminal procedure; 

-custody of the file containing the order irrogativa 

the protective order and subsequent acts concerning 

de libertate, is the provision of article 432 as 

interpreted by the Supreme Court (compare Cassation 

29821 number 27/7/2001) to predict that the dossier 

concerning the custody still in place should 

be transmitted to the competent Judge of the hearing 

In addition to ruling on the custodial State changes 

Genetic acquisition is allowed under Ordinance 

of the 431 of detention, as taught by 

Appeal section I 36290 of 2001. As for Valencia 

above the same documentation is intended 

in its value as historical fact not by acting as 

the element from which the Court can draw its 

conviction; 

-I am also acquirable so-called memorials 

the defendant Knox from the point highlighted by the 

Defending the civil action Diya Lumumba taking account of 

provisions of articles 235 and 237; 

P.Q.M. 

rejects Dunning exceptions taken by the Defence; 

It also rejects the instance moves from defense Knox on 

exclusion from the dossier for the trial of 

detention and return to the public 
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Ministry Ordinances regarding subsequent supervision 

at the first. 

The Chairman, ex article 492, declares open the 

hearing and reading requires an Auxiliary dia 

felony counts. The interpreter is present then can give 

immediate translation of the charges which relate to 

the defendant for which was placed the appointment 

of the interpreter. 

READING Of CHARGES (Omitted). 

PRESIDENT – at this point, the parties, the Prosecutor, 

defenders of the civil action and the defenders of the accused 

are invited to expose the facts you intend to prove and 

the evidence that asking for admission. 

PRELIMINARY INQUIRIES 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. MIGNINI 

Prosecutor-the Prosecutor asking for admission 

of all the texts indicated on the list dated 21 November 

2008, including the defendant in proceedings connected Rudy 

Hermann Guede, in relation to all the circumstances 

set out in the same Act. It makes production reserve 

of documents. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. MACK 

CIVIL PARTY – four Defence Counsel Maresca 

the Kercher family. The examination of the texts 

shown in your list filed, obviously the 

cross examination as required by law, the production reserve 

documentation tool. Also on the list are indicated 



therefore also examination of consultants 

evidently. As regards production 
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documents you have already read the Ordinance, I am not sure if the 

acts relating to precautionary measures, all Ordinances 

are ... 

PRESIDENT – in the binder 5. 

CIVIL PARTY – Are not so evidently overall 

import duplicate them. Maybe being no reserve 

We will check if anything then at upcoming hearings 

We will ask for the production of what is lacking. Equally 

for the memorials linked to Amanda Knox do you reserve 

of production unless they are already present in the 

file, in addition to other document production that 

will be indicated from time to time. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. PERNA 

CIVIL PARTY – only for the Defense Lawyer Stephanie Perna 

Kercher, examination of the texts referred to your list, 

advisers and subject the production 

documentation tool. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. MAGNINI 

CIVIL PARTY Lawyer Magnini for civil party – 

Tattanelli, I ask you to produce a series of documents 

in order to prove the damage suffered by the 

owner of the cottage in Via della Pergola. This is 

leases, cancellations, not 

I know if I have to list them, I also have a written list. 

President-Maybe put them at the disposal of other parts 



to enable the same review and case 

never to speak. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. PACELLI 

CIVIL PARTY – admission of texts indicated in its 

list filed in November 24 date together even 

the admission of a consultant of the Parties indicated in 

separated list. Cross examination of texts as required by law, by 
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all who are also indicated by the defenders 

of the accused; examining defendant Amanda Knox something 

should help you. Also produce a number of 

documents that immediately I read: translation 

email from Amanda Knox on 4/11/2005 to number 25 

people in the U.S.; annotation of P.G. signed Ficarra 

Rita DCI State police on 6/11/2007; 

Memorial in English from Amanda Knox in 

6/11/2007 date with translation into Italian; 

translation of wiretaps of conversations 

occurred between Amanda Knox and her mother Edda Mellas in 

during the interview in prison of 10/11/2007 and 

that of 17/11/2007; Order made by the Court of 

Perugia, Amanda Marie Knox, review section 

on 30/11/2007; 990/08 Court of Cassation judgment, 

Before the Criminal Division, borne by Amanda Marie Knox in 

date 1/04/2008; full translation of the diary written 

by Amanda Knox for the period of detention from 

Day 8 November 2007 until 29 November; translation 

the English made by Anna Flagpole, auditor and 



translator and interpreter at the police headquarters in Perugia 

5/12/2007 date of manuscript papers written by Amanda 

Knox and found inside a Pocket-Book color 

Pink, diary; catch and validation request 

measuring application request context 

7/11/2007 supervision; excerpt from the transcript of 

audio recording made at the 

cross-examination of Mr. Lumumba Diya in warranty 

8/11/2007 date at the Casa Circondariale di Perugia 

before the INVESTIGATING JUDGE Dr. Mahendra, assistance from the 

Prosecutor in support of the implementation of 

protective order from the same request; request for 

Patrick Diya Lumumba against storage; 

storage Decree against Diya Patrick 

Lumumba; spontaneous statements made by Amanda Knox 
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the preliminary hearing of 18/10/2008 before the GUP 

Dr. Paolo Micheli. 

PRESIDENT – this documentation is made available 

with the list of other parties and the same if they want to 

speak now or hereafter. You are welcome. 

DEFENCE – OPP. THE WIDOW 

Defence – Mr President in relation to these documents, 

which of course we reserve the right to analyse we have a 

exception, if you permit me I would like to present in 

now! 

PRESIDENT – so not because I heard scrutiny and 

except, I don't know if the exception makes since now 



then. 

Defense – having heard the list I have already identified. 

PRESIDENT – so can be done immediately, there is no need to 

allow it a condition for the exam. 

Defense – No, we reserve the right to examine all the rest because I 

Since the list is long. 

PRESIDENT – Please. 

DEFENSE-I refer to the document mentioned by my colleague 

Pacelli of the offended party which indicated and deposited 

the memorandum of 6/11/2007 edited by Amanda 

Knox and turns out to be delivered of her own 

will an agent to public security, Ficarra in 

particular, because we recognize that it is a document 

important and drawn into a situation of illegality. 

There are also profiles our opinion of illegitimacy 

This acquisition-related constitutional 

document. Advance that we ask that you 

stated the less unusable or otherwise be 

excerpted from the file of the proceedings. The 

motivation is tied to the facts of this 

Memorial, this Memorial is an act of Defense 

staff of Knox that at around two o'clock in the morning 
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of 6, i.e. after the firm willing to 08:40 from 

Prosecutor, waiting to be translated into 

Prison, he deemed it necessary to explain in writing 

some of the confusion which had intervened 

during the night it was preceded. Remember only to a 



matter of clarity that the night of 5-6 will be the subject 

of evaluating this debate in a very 

on time because it is the origin of the procedural activity, 

procedural history of Knox. I remember briefly, 

in a concise, which that night was 

under we hold an interrogation at all 

effects because it was already under investigation and authorities processing 

They proceeded to draw up two reports, one at 01:45 

and the other at 05:45. We believe that this is a 

the effects of that two verbal consecutio 

the minutes that were collected on the evening of 5-6 and is a 

consecutio which is flawed ab origine, the reason for this is that the 

Declaration of 05:45, considered essential 

at the beginning and it was that which has sprung the latch, 

where the Knox says at one point to remember their 

Maybe seen on Patrick Lumumba at that time so there is 

an accessory which then initiates the story 

the Knox trial, why do then stop at 

08:40, was declared unusable by judgment 

of appeal of 1 April 2008, following our 

appeal and the reason is the violation of the right to 

Article 2, article 3, article defense and 24 of 

Constitution. In particular we believe that 

The Supreme Court has assessed the episode not in the entirety 

namely, it is clear that if at 05:45, as well as deemed 

justly by the Supreme Court, Knox had not 

the assistance of a lawyer, and then it wasn't even 

been advised of the situation of the case, 

officially investigated, it is obvious that all you 



It follows, including the Memorial which is a document 
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where she says: "I want to clarify what happened 

the night before ". Mr President, the Declaration 

the 05:45 was also identified for simplicity and 

Maybe superficiality as a confession. 

The Amanda Knox at 05:45 makes a confession and from there 

You then stop. This statement does not exist today, 

This statement was declared unusable 

by the Supreme Court, is not in the file and was 

established that it was drawn up in breach of the rights 

constitutional fundamental defense. This 

confession widely then advertised the same 

day, because the result was case closed 

widely said about the press, it is also 

mentioned in the Ordinance. The Ordinance of fermo 

of 08:40 signed by Dr. Mignini speaks, 

justification for detention, bringing it as motivation, 

the alleged confession of Amanda Knox. For us this 

is a fundamental point, therefore we hold 

document written later, while she was in 

waiting to be translated without assistance of Counsel and 

at that stage without the assistance of an interpreter and without 

that she was not even indicated what his 

procedural position, has been induced and so although 

It acts acquired pursuant to article 237 

We know very well be a hinge for 

What concerns the value of acts that come 



by the suspect or by the suspect, we don't want 

disown, acts is settled and acquired 

under 273, actually is an act that we think 

falls within the provisions of article 106 paragraph six, namely 

the prohibition of seizure or acquisition of documents 

they have turned from the private part to the technical part. 

And here Mr President I raise a matter of 

character of constitutionality that Ella, 

along with this Court can possibly analyze and 
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evaluate for an eventual judgment 

unconstitutionality indirectly on 

correctness of article 106, paragraph 6. Article 106 

seems not to evaluate the difference, creating a 

situation of disequilibrium between the acts of a defense 

staff of one person waiting to talk to her 

Lawyer and records sent by the same person 

to the lawyer. Article 106 as presented 

features only in respect of acts which are the 

correspondence between the client and the lawyer but omit 

totally this type of situation that today there 

are evaluated. We believe that this as I 

said is an act that is sourced from Knox, is an act of 

Defense, just read it for those who have had the opportunity to 

read it, it was obviously stage object 

earlier in this judgment, herself and the 

official translation made by translator travirgoletta 

the word confession, travirgoletta the word 



confession as if to emphasize that the nature of this 

Act is not a confession is a retraction of a 

confession assuming that you could call 

as confession. There are also situations that 

have been partially analyzed about the false 

confession, but I return to the point of legitimacy 

constitutional. There is a judgment of ' 98 on a 

like the present case, although there was an order of 

seizure of documents in the prison that was made in 

against a detainee who was just 

matching with the lawyer so it is slightly a 

this case is different. But it is interesting content 

the judgment especially when referencing the 

value of documents acquired by the 273 that nothing 

question is a hinge, matching documents to 

the purpose of Defense between client and Lawyer are not 

object or seizure or any investigation. And 
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in fact the same Judgment in recalling the value of 

This article also said, however, that this 

provision must always be coordinated with those 

What are the constitutional principles for the protection of 

the human person and the right to defence of the accused and 

of the suspect as well as the procedural rules 

Manning these rights limiting them. So given that 

This document has been acquired in this way, 

given that there is already a court judgement 

However, that said constitutional documents 



acquired in this manner must still respect 

the wording of articles 3 and 24 of the 

Formal point of equality of the individual and 

even the right of defence I note that as it was 

been presented in this appeal we are all 

extremes to make a declaration of illegality 

of the Act, with its statement of 

non usability of the Act and if of course this 

The Court considers it necessary also indirectly 

raise an issue of constitutionality 

Article 106 paragraph six. The reason possibly 

constitutionally lies in the fact that all acts 

come from defense should have some protection 

also on the principle of balance of the parties do not 

may have a situation where by the authorities, 

that in that specific situation were 

domain, there is a spasmodic search for an item 

evidence, at that time the defence of Knox was 

private, did not have the so-called Defense technique, not 

He had a lawyer. She decided to work, so 

as he had done previously and draw up an Act, is 

certainly an act that is defense. Without prejudice to 

Mr. President that the content of the Act itself, 

If you do not welcome this my opposition and 

exception, nothing to say about the alleged 
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responsibility and nothing brings more for the purposes of the test, 

so I'm not analyzing the content, I need 



emphasize this because repeat 5 's all night 

and 6 that gives us concern. However on the 

question of constitutional legitimacy I believe 

the cards, which there is actually a listing in 

relation to article 106 concerning the 

part where not provided for in article 106 prohibition of 

submit to examination and seizure the writings that are 

formed by the defendant or the suspect specifically ed 

exclusively as precisely to facilitate defense 

in the interrogation. In this case it was a 

interrogation but if we extrapolate the word is 

clearly, the sentence for completeness is the number 229 

of 19 June 1998, with the learned President grenade. For 

so I conclude: I request that this document may not be 

admitted as called for by the offended party ... I note 

There are profiles of illegitimacy, noted that there 

I am also of unconstitutionality, 

I request that this document is excerpted from 

file or at least declared illegal and is 

declared its becoming unusable for the purposes of the trial. 

Thank you. 

PRESIDENT – on the evidence? So there is no opposition as much as 

the acquisition of this document, the 

Defender of the civil party Lumumba had indicated 

the acquisition of other documents. About these other 

documents do not know if he wants to talk, we are also 

at the stage of admission of evidence 

yours, then please. 

Defense – other documents should I ask for a deadline for 



the exam, this was a document which for us is 

paramount, I think in General that there 

are opposition unless the links have him, 

are ordinary documents, in particular this was 
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our only opposition for the rest possibly 

talk about Mr. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. P – I'm sorry Mr. President, 

only ten seconds, I wanted to illustrate one moment 

This documentation ... 

PRESIDENT – Lawyer has already made its deductions, are not 

accepted replicas. So as far as 

admission, i.e. the acquisition of these productions 

We listened to the Defender, with regard 

your trial requests ... Please. 

ENTRIES-In the background and superimposed. 

DEFENCE – OPP. GHIRGA 

DEFENSE – precise, even for a word of the Ordinance of 

Court that obviously we respect the Memorial by Amanda 

He referred to ... in Order that you took before 

I think I heard Amanda's Memorial would be the 

summary information of 6 November 

Annex 18. 

PRESIDENT – The SIT are part of the body of crime, memorials 

We don't have any status. 

Defense – because the so-called Amanda's Memorial, on which 

Mr Dalla Vedova asked the above questions 

expressed is indicated in the produce of advocate 



Pacelli, has so far not in your file. 

PRESIDENT – No, it is not in our file. 

Defense – so it would be in this sense and precise than the 

colleague, and I endorse, took questions 

the usability of this so-called Memorial 6 

November written in English with provisional translation, 

that you consocereste sol se you acquire 

These documents. I carry so for this type of 

document which is at number 3 on the list, number 3 

the production P I under the eyes, there is 

been asked a question. For other documents there is 
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a reserve of deduction, to your finger and instantly 

I say many are already contained in the annexes 1-118 and in 

the file of the protective order on which we 

discussed before, some would be a duplication, but 

What does not hurt ... here we say so many of 

asking for documents production, I limit myself to 

observe that are already contained in that Binder 5, 

Annex 1 and 2 relating to the protective order, for 

others when I don't do other issues. The Defense 

Amanda Knox begs to be allowed to produce 

the following documentation, I have three copies, one for the 

The Court, one for the Prosecutor, colleague 

plaintiff, the lawyer Pacelli send 

Monday, because they are two civil parties I forgot 

a copy to the other two civil parties, I apologize. 

We ask that you be able to produce the following documents: 



According to then call it a Memorial written by Amanda 

Knox spontaneously and delivered to inspector Abidi 

According to the note of service attached to the document that 

We want to produce, we want to produce a manuscript, 

This is the first thing we want to produce; the email to 

referenced by the Lawyer Pacelli is an email that 

Amanda Knox forwards on the night of November 4 or 3 

November at four and twenty or 4 at three and twenty 

In short, with lots of capture ratio acts 

preliminary investigation, with provisional translation that 

then as far as the original we will see if the 

Prosecutor from his dossier gives them or ... and whose 

We will request pending the investigation should take place 

translation say formal, is an email that Amanda 

forwards again I think an hour of night between 3 and 

4 November, before the firm then between the discovery of 

corpse that is the 2 and 6 which is the day of boarding 

so, forwards to the family in which he explains the 

situation and 24 other people. Is gained from 
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report by the police of the police headquarters in Perugia then 

It's all attachment in copy to this production that 

We ask the allegation on record. There is a transcript 

between Amanda and Raffaele Sollecito on 4 

November at the premises of the police headquarters in Perugia when 

they were called to be heard in the then as 

Let's say witnesses to understand, there was an environmental and 

environmental content with provisional translation, and 



the same reasoning as before, and a copy because it is 

in the proceedings, the Prosecutor's dossier, 

We ask that you acquired this too. There is a 

manuscript paper from a pink diary, also mentioned 

the Lawyer Pacelli, are two pages seized on 29 

November also this by Decree freezing then 

with police acts of police headquarters in Perugia referred 

We demand the acquisition and translation, etc. 

etcetera; There is a statement of the situation 

Amanda Knox who was carrying $4,500 to the economic 

date of November 5, there is the issue of the imputation of 

theft and then the Defense has an interest that is a State 

tangible assets at the material time, already produced 

in the original the original and then we'll find the GUP 

We will produce the original, I apologise but shall be objective 

difficulty is not negligence, and also the ruling says 

but then you do? The judgment of the Supreme Court which 

I think it would be annexed to the Ordinance of Dr. 

Magruder of 8 may, in that file, but still 

produce it for the purposes that relate to the defence of 

subject matter hereof by the lawyer from the widow on 

absolute exclusion of spontaneous declarations 

made at five ... in short we have historically needed 

that is our argument to prove a certain acts 

defensive. We anticipate certainly prematurely 

advice of our medico-legal Consultants, 

Tower, Saragino and ribs are contained for more 
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all in the files of the accident evidence which is 

legitimately to acts of your file, these 

are two further observations, DNA, genetic 

fingerprint analysis and fingerprints, drawn up at the hearing 

preliminary. We know that will be felt 

Inconsistent between them and thus consultants 

the outcome of this examination, the parties, the Court will have if 

appropriate other activity, in which case we will produce the 

originals, we will hear the parties, but we anticipate how 

scientific medical examiner Act which shall be added to 

those other observations already contained 

in the incident of proof because we 

promptly lodged at closing date 

the accident evidence that if not bad was 19 

April 2007. That's what we want to produce, but 

We must also succinctly state the facts that 

We intend to try. We intend to try, there is a 

Hermeticism that surprises a little this Defender, all 

submit, I thought I heard ... whatever we 

We intend to try the strangeness, the absence, not 

Amanda's presence that night in the House of 

crime but prove that she was with Raffaele Sollecito in 

other place and then its foreignness to the crime. 

We have a triple, big reasons that 

briefly I can represent: the declarative, 

i.e. all statements of Amanda Knox to start 

from those used, unusable, first Memorial, 

According to Memorial, journal, questioning, spontaneous 

statements and whatnot because we demand a 



Unified evaluation of statements of Amanda Knox 

they are a strong point, heard at the hearing 

preliminary conclusions of the public prosecutor, 

We believe that an overall assessment may lead to 

useful results to our thesis defense. The second 

looks great, important to whom we have given the 
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most of our attention is the result of 

medico-legal, scientific surveys, databases, 

genetic and whatnot, the murder weapon, the 

girl posing and dynamics omicidiaria, on 

sexual violence Yes, rape no and whatnot 

can emerge from the contradictory consultants 

part. We said without downloading anything that the witness 

Rudy that is indicated in the lists of Civil and 

Prosecutor and then being guaranteed heads, 

protected under 210, I mean a witness 

but I mean we think where necessary 

statements from what we read is another 

point the demonstrate his unreliability as a source of 

accusation against us. Then all 

Scientific and forensic findings, declarations 

anything else and the unreliability or non-merits of 

thesis accusatory towards us than Rudy. That's 

that, and through our witnesses, through the 

our consultants through cross examination that in 

Rite of consultants and witnesses opponents, with this 

production, subject to other production and with the 



adversarial and with any expert reports to be requested 

in the forms of 507, those of the hearing, us 

We also call for an examination of Amanda Knox. Insisting 

Obviously in the witness list, consultants, 

in full, if we're going to have to make a reservation on 

American judge will at the moment ... so 

We call upon to produce these documents, 

We have shown what are theses, the facts that 

We want to prove, we insist in the admission of 

witness lists and consultants, asking the exam 

our Assistant. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. Maori 

Defense – Maori, Raffaele Sollecito's Defense Lawyer. I'll be 
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very short and very simple, our interest is 

to demonstrate that Raffaele Sollecito did not have 

any kind of involvement in the affair in question, which is 

the result of a tragic miscarriage of Justice that for more than 

fifteen months he sees constricted in prison. We would then 

prove that Raffaele Sollecito has absolutely 

participated in the murder, much less favoured 

anyone, we would like to show that there is 

been any kind of simulation of theft but that just 

that theft discovered by poor Meredith has triggered 

the blind violence that led to the murder. We would like to 

then prove that this was not a murder 

Group but a murderous loner who came into 

that apartment to steal and unfortunately the situation 



He has got out of hand so much is that it has given over 

the lethal event. We would like to show that there 

There was sexual violence but rather that this violence was 

used to cover up the theft already perpetrated. 

We would also like to show that to the unexplained, 

absurd, tragic death of Meredith Kercher 

Justice was done, was done with the 

condemnation of the one true responsible for thirty years 

prison. We would finally prove that Raffaele 

Dunning is an ordinary guy, with all interest, 

hobbies, passions of a regular guy, someone like 

us, one that unfortunately on 25 October 2007, following 

of knowledge with Miss Amanda Knox, 

knowledge that was made in the hearing of an 

classical concert had, this knowledge 

He had a tragic end, tragic end with 

situations that have resulted in part because of the 

inexperience, the superficiality of Raffaele Sollecito 

to a situation that has completely changed 

life. We do all these things we would like to show in the 

the trial with the examination of witnesses who 
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We have shown in our two lists, list 

main and supplementary list and with the cross examination 

the texts that have been, that will be allowed and that 

have been shown elsewhere, Public 

Ministry and private parties, and we may naturally 

in the process of producing the documentation 



If and when it is needed. 

PRESIDENT – supplementary List, that filed the January 8? 

Defense – Yes. 

DEFENCE – OPP. GHIRGA – we have the supplementary list, 

It is in acts, same date. 

DEFENCE – OPP. Good morning 

Defense – President, then compared the various productions us 

We as a single exception from the production 

the Lawyer Pacelli the document number 2, it is 

6 November 2007 signed annotation Ficarra, 

of course since this is an annotation of P.G. must 

possibly cite the witness and hear how 

witness, then could be acquired the annotation. 

Since it also nods to Raffaele Sollecito in 

This record there is opposition, may proceed 

in the forms mentioned. I believe, Mr President, 

Although really in a very short because it is already 

the lawyer did a trace I Maori 

Clare our procedural path and our 

goals of wanting to only report to your 

attention three elements for a reason, I believe that if 

I'm really clear our goals will really 

clear at the end of the process if these three objectives li 

We have achieved or not. Our three goals are the 

following: assuming accusatory that today was not 

reaffirmed, however is spelled out I mean for goodness sake 

in charge, accusatory hypothesis is based 

on an assumption, the assumption is that Meredith was murdered 
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two plus one, two boyfriends more Rudy Guede, 

as part of a party. What we want to prove? 

We want to prove that one misses the party that 

from the scene of the crime and our witnesses and 

especially our technical consultants, this will be a 

appearance really matters, will demonstrate with elements 

a series of observations and scientific based 

on the analysis of facts from here also the latest 

inspections, we will show that the crime scene not 

is the scene of a party, no glasses, no wine, 

no music, no drugs. Point 

number two: we will show that what everyone thinks and 

that is, that the two defendants, Amanda Knox and Raffaele 

Prompt, they're a couple affiatatissima of boyfriends 

looking for new sexual experiences were not 

a pair of bored and looking for something 

particular and again because they were living their 

first week of an emotional story before 

October 25, begins intercourse sexual calculated 

How many days before the murder. We will show then that 

This is not an antique pair of bored, this is 

of those that technically, we will see that some heads 

is to say, they were the typical lovebirds, one of 

two on the first love. Than this famous 

party we have already seen how much the relationship between 

Raffaele and Amanda, at this point the third that second 

me is really I think for us the so-called Queen's evidence 

and that is the evidence to the contrary. You may have seen in all 



these months two defendants plus one, a couple more 

Rudy, well we will demonstrate that Raffaele Sollecito did not 

could attend a party where there was Rudy 

Why Raffaele Sollecito has seen for the first time 

Rudy Guede in a courtroom, you will say why 

did not come out before? It is very difficult the test of 

show that he know I tell Jurors when 
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evaluate the evidence also think the way we 

We can try, if you don't know a person like 

do you try not to know him? Yet in the texts of the 

our list we will see we have indicated a number of 

friends, a number of friends of Rudy, and all 

they will say: "the two did not know each other." Will load 

and burden for the prosecution prove otherwise and this is 

our first important goal. The second 

goal that we want to achieve, then party 

No, lovebirds, Rudy is not known, according to 

goal: you know that Raffaele is imprisoned by 

days after the murder and usually in the processes 

When an inmate enters jail early and 

continued his detention in prison is because there is 

a test of granite, we will demonstrate that the evidence 

granite, and this is essential to understand, for 

as Raffaele Sollecito came into prison which is a 

alleged footprint found under a duvet is a 

mark in respect of which a few days later there was 

a revelation of Rudy Guede who was its 



footprint. And we will show then that when he already was 

in prison had failed that test that you will see 

the prosecution, so much so that now it has not been said, 

most will claim as evidence, new evidence which is 

load of Raffaele Sollecito is only and exclusively, and 

don't use these words just to but you'll see that this is so, is 

only something that was found 

the scene of the crime 46 days after the death of 

Meredith. Keep in mind that this process, and 

on this I want to be clear, none of this 

Defense means that this test, this is a 

Bra hook, you all know, you've heard that 

the evidence of Raffaele is proof of the existence 

a trace of DNA on the BRA. I want to be 

Clare also to avoid misunderstandings, no one here will ever say 
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the police has polluted ... 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. MIGNINI – President apologize 

I didn't say ... 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. SSA comfortable – sorry, but this is not 

the exposition of the facts you intend to prove ... 

VOICES – Overlays. 

PRESIDENT – please let us not stop ... we 

This phase ... 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. MIGNINI-but don't make defenses 

in demand evidence. 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. SSA comfortable – (unintelligible, sounds 

overlapping). 



Defense – (unintelligible, voices). 

PRESIDENT – please let us avoid, especially for the 

below, we avoid interruptions between them. We are in the 

stage of the exposition of the facts ... 

VOICES – Overlays. 

PRESIDENT – please, please. These facts we are and 

on this is ending I think the Defender. You are welcome 

avoid interruptions, please lawyer. 

Defense – I was saying that the goal, otherwise you 

understand why are texts talking about these 46 

days, we want to prove what happened 

sulla scena del delitto in 46 giorni, credo che possa 

essere un obiettivo importante per la corte stabilire se 

la scena del delitto era incontaminata o se c’è stata 

una sfilata di soggetti che sono entrati prima, quindi 

era il nostro obiettivo. Ultimo nostro obiettivo, il 

terzo che vi volevo segnalare, noi abbiamo inserito in 

lista testi una serie di consulenti che cercheranno di 

evidenziare, di illustrare in modo semplice perché 

comprendo che è difficile il senso della prova che può 

avere una traccia di DNA quando si tratta di una traccia 

non semplice ma commista. Lo spiegheranno loro qual è la 

differenza tra traccia semplice e traccia commista e 
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soprattutto un nostro Consulente, che per me è uno dei 

più importanti testi del processo, farà comprendere 

perché in tutti questi mesi si è arrivati alla 

conclusione che quella traccia poteva essere di Raffaele 



perché evidenzierà l’errore di procedura, essendo stato 

usato un metodo sospettocentrico e cioè dire tra questi 

DNA qual è quello che appartiene a Raffaele? Questi sono 

i nostri tre obiettivi che raggiungeremo spero in questo 

processo, e abbiamo concluso. Grazie. 

PRESIDENTE – Se le parti vogliono interloquire per quanto 

riguarda la documentazione prodotta dalla... Dunque per 

quanto riguarda la documentazione della Difesa Parte 

Civile Lumumba la parte Difesa Knox ha detto no al 

memoriale 6/11/2007 e per gli altri chiedono un termine 

in order to better deduce. In turn the Defense Knox 

asked to acquire further documentation on this 

documentation the parties who have not intervened whole 

can say. 

A CIVIL ACTION-AVV. PACELLI 

A CIVIL ACTION-I Mr President if I can is that the 

Widow's colleague was logged into my say, I 

could you actually explain why this deposit 

documents from the Defense Lumumba ... 

PRESIDENT – Sorry Lawyer but you talked about after the lawyer 

Mack I seem to remember. 

CIVIL PARTY – Yes. 

PRESIDENT – and then only on this documentation please. 

CIVIL PARTY – Yes, no she let me just ... 

PRESIDENT – We avoid replicas that are not allowed. 

CIVIL PARTY – is not a replica Mr President is 

just a clarification, ten seconds, no 

I insist, the Memorial was declared 

usable by the Supreme Court ... 



PRESIDENT – excuse me, please, is a lawyer. 
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However we can go on these additional 

productions ... 

CIVIL PARTY – No, I wanted to simply ... 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. SSA comfortable – can speak the Audience 

Ministry or ... 

CIVIL PARTY – can I finish? Ten seconds Mr. 

President ... 

PRESIDENT – the public prosecutor and then the defenses of the Part 

Civilian. 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. SSA COMFORTABLE 

Prosecutor-I would ask the President 

First, given that the Court has issued 

an order in which he speaks of Memorial, in this 

point to specify what are the memorials that the Court 

has deemed it necessary to keep on file for 

main hearing. 

PRESIDENT – maybe the Court ruled in 

as there was the lawyer Pacelli who had foretold 

the production of memorials we didn't, 

relation to these was a mere assertion in 

regard to the legislation which exists. Then when 

We have memorials you will have 

result, but it was only in connection with the announced 

production. 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. MIGNINI 

Prosecutor-In relation to opposition to 



request for production of the 6 morning Memorial if 

I'm not mistaken, the Prosecutor is opposed to opposition 

formulated by Knox's defense, there is a rule 

237 of the code of criminal procedure "is allowed 

the acquisition also of Office any document 

coming from the defendant although seized at 

other or other product ". In the judgment of the 
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Supreme Court which dismissed the appeal against 

the Court of review is invoked 

specifically this document and confirm the full 

usability of the document itself that can't wait 

because this document cannot product. 

PRESIDENT – On other productions of Defense Knox? 

Prosecutor-there is no opposition. 

PROSECUTOR-DOTT. SSA COMFORTABLE 

Prosecutor-there is no opposition but I also wanted to 

Figure out if the objection raised, namely the question of 

constitutional legitimacy raised by Lawyer From 

Widow is an exception precisely in the formal sense because 

otherwise I reply in the formal sense, I mean, 

This exception. 

DEFENCE – OPP. DALLA VEDOVA – definite, so like I said 

I've brought this to your attention, Gentlemen 

of the Court, I think as an incidental question should always 

There is an interest and there is also a share 

the interest of the supposed illegitimacy 

you have to lift constitutional right away 



incidental. So I haven't made any demands 

formal, I just raised the point and it seemed 

especially to identify the nature of this Act. 

PRESIDENT – it's pretty clear. 

DEFENCE – OPP. The WIDOW-Then upon completion ... 

PRESIDENT – Sorry Lawyer we avoid ... 

DEFENCE – OPP. The WIDOW-because he had asked what 

Memorials are in acts ... 

Prosecutor-in fact answered the President 

in fact. Foreword this clarification and said that the 

the fact that the Court has already expressed regarding 

preliminary issues raised by the parties in 

order to insertability and then to usability 

Amanda Knox memorials, I think the exception or 
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However the defence request Knox to expunge 

After the eventual production of the Knox not memorials 

is just groundless but even more belated because now 

the trial opened the preliminary issues 

are closed ... 

DEFENCE – OPP. HIS WIDOW – but it wasn't the record before 

Dr. 

Prosecutor-is subject to the Ordinance. 

PRESIDENT – just please avoid these interruptions 

Lawyer, applies to everyone, we avoid that while talking to a 

part, then it will be the Court that will decide the 

deductions of all parties, however we avoid these 

dialogues above all this applies to the continuation of 



hearing that was declared open but we 

in stages ... Please. 

Prosecutor-thank you President because I would 

just to point out also that the Prosecutor ligio 

law enforcement, did not make the connection 

started because there is no longer allowed as 

obviously cannot be allowed to other parts of 

anticipate harangues or considerations that may in 

any way already influence before the start 

the investigation the attitude of the Court. Circumstances 

This however also briefly answer the hint of 

question of unconstitutionality raised 

the Lawyer who quoted article 106 but I guess 

that you wanted to report to the sixth paragraph of article 103, 

establishing a prohibition of seizure and of any 

matching or control exchanges, 

dialogues, written between the accused and the right 

Defender to feel totally unfounded the question 

because the Memorial is a spontaneous on the part 

the accused as all the writings referred to in article 

237, whose spontaneity is not only in the fact that 

the defendant gets to package the document via 
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spontaneous and not on request but the spontaneity 

It also affects the script object then themes 

treated chose them Amanda. So you can not by a 

side ask the Court to admit of memorials 

make it convenient to defense and exclude others who have 



the same nature but that evidently this convenient not 

they make. So I reiterate obviously opposition to 

This exception, not only that but I consider unfounded even 

the exception of unconstitutionality because 

Article 103 paragraph sixth covers only the 

written between defendant and defender, that is not our 

case because Amanda Knox wasn't even technically 

investigated and however that was not 

addressed to his Defender, was not addressed to anyone in 

the proper sense but is a script that was made of his 

own free will and was delivered, nor is it 

State seizure, the record of which is sought, that 

We oppose the production is the annotation 

the mere acquisition by one component of the 

Flying Squad of the Memorial in question. Thank you. 

PRESIDENT – Plaintiff's defenses, please, on these 

productions. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. MACK 

CIVIL PARTY – President I might raise 

the most excellent Court's attention, maybe we're 

wrong a bit all of us because we forget that 

the Court has not and must have knowledge of the acts. 

The Court of Cassation separates and differentiates so 

very clear evaluation of spontaneous reports 

statements by memorials manuscripts coming 

the defendant Amanda Knox and judges are not usable 

Contra alios or counter to it, a different assessment, the 

spontaneous verbal statements of 05:45 for all 

the reasons deducted from Amanda's Defender. 
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Different question because document 

the defendant, ex-237 of the code of criminal procedure, it is 

the Memorial of which Mr Pacelli, to which I will leave 

Word, insists we join for scanning, 

the Memorial spontaneous document originating 

by the defendant. I made a reservation of production 

documentary and I apologize to the Court and I will check the 

These spontaneous verbal declarations 

the defendant Knox, because I still get 

the acquisition of all those who were drafted, 

with the value that the Supreme Court indicates in its 

Judgment of which even defending Knox asks 

the acquisition that is different than the 

memorials for which however I insist to 

capturing all the memorials gradually underway 

labour, if the production of what to 

When not asked. So I insist and I believe 

the objection raised by the lawyer from the widow to 

rejection of the acquisition of the Memorial 6/11 without 

Foundation because it is obtained, I think, as 

test report as document 

by the defendant. With regard to the product list 

by the defense of Amanda Knox surely the point G, the 

the documents referred to in point G cannot be admitted 

Why are the reports of consultants, it is true that the 

Defense motivated because it anticipates the production, is a 

motivation that I accept but which cannot be 



sufficient in order to allow the Court to 

disposal of the reports before the 

Consultants of the same part to be heard. Then 

for the others I have no observation because the 

point and the judgment of the Supreme Court that 

different parameters right evaluation between 

memorials and verbal, regarding the G-spot 

Repeat evidently cannot be upheld the request 
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of document production. Thank You President. 

CIVIL PARTY – AVV. PACELLI 

CIVIL PARTY – Thank You Mr President. In support of 

deposited by this Defender let me simply 

to say Mr Maresca which is absolutely true 

what they said and it was already object 

assessment by the Court of appeal with 

that ruling that I among other things the acts I 

product. About this Memorial to remember 

myself it says expressly to affogliazione 7, 

where everyone can refer "the Memorial wrote 

in English from Knox, translated into Italian, you 

fully usable under article 237 

Why is this document from the investigated 

spontaneous and voluntary. " That said ... 

PRESIDENT – on the productions Knox? 

CIVIL PARTY – in those circumstances regarding the productions 

Knox defence I have nothing to argue, can 

having the widest defense, fault anything, I 



would like simply to point out one fact: that the 

slander initiated by Amanda Knox is slander 

documented and verifiable, per tabulas and I beg 

to add, and I close that spontaneous declarations 

made from Knox on the date of November 6 were 

made the subject of training as the body of the crime of 

the documents before the Court that now is the record of the hearing and 

in fact on this no question was raised 

by Knox. It was a clarification of a production 

fundamental document. Thank You President. 

PRESIDENT – the other parties have no other. So do you 

This former article 494, given that exposure 

started was exhausted, that defendants have 

shake to make in each faculty the 

statements they deem appropriate. The defendant 
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Raffaele Sollecito had immediate perception of 

This, it is also believed the defendant Amanda Knox for 

which she was nominated the interpreter which you 

invites to make aware the same as his faculty 

that code allows, make every step of the 

hearing any spontaneous statements always 

they obviously are not going to interfere with the 

proper conduct of the hearing. The Court retreats to 

Chambers to decide on instances 

investigations and on requests for acquisition. 

DEFENCE – OPP. GHIRGA 

Defence – Can I President? The ten seconds that gave, for 



an observation because the Court has properly understood, all 

but there is an opposition of ... on 6 Memorial 

November I don't say a word because it's been discussed, 

We ask that of 7 with our production, 

they are both in the same way, I just wanted to point out 

this. Thank you. (Suspension). 

THE RESUMPTION 

ORDINANCE 

The Court about instances of inquiry made by the parties: 

considered that the orals deducted are not prohibited 

by law or, at least, clearly state 

superfluous or irrelevant, admits; 

deemed also to admit Plaintiff productions 

Tattanelli advanced on them, not having been 

any objection; 

deemed to admit even all productions of Defense 

Amanda Knox was not advanced on the same 

any objection to the exclusion of the document void 
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Letter G which is believed to capture only the outcome 

the deposition of consultants Extenders; 

deemed as finally defense production concerns 

the Civil defence was that Knox, Lumumba 

opposite the entrance to the so-called document Memorial 

6/11/2007 and requested an end to deduce about other 

productions, so it seems appropriate to make 

Unitarian moment Productions offers debt; 

P.Q.M. 



admits oral evidence as the parties raised included 

the examination of defendant Knox and co-defendant 

Rudy Hermann Guede judged separately; 

admits Plaintiff productions Tattanelli and 

Knox defense except sub document letter G, 

that returns; 

reserves the right to decide in a unified way on production of 

Defending the civil action Diya Lumumba; 

indicates as of now what dates for the completion of the activity 

investigation the following hearings, beginning all at 

09:00 hours, February 6 and 7 in this classroom: 2009, 13 and 14 

February 2009, 27 February 2009 March 13 and 14 and 28, 

March 21, 2009, 2009 20 March 27 and 28 and 2009, 3 and 4 

April 2009, April 2009, April 23 and 24 18 2009; 

calls on the Prosecutor's Office to file with the 

Registry of the Court a list of texts to be 

schedule for those hearings at least three days before 

reference hearings. 

Partners are invited to appear for the hearing on 6 February 

2009 09:00 hours to appear without other communication, you 

has as of now for the translation of the accused, 

also invites the interpreter appointed for the defendant Amanda 

Knox to appear at that hearing. 

THE COURT OF PERUGIA 

ASSIZE COURT 
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